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Figure S1
: SEC traces of pBA-CP conjugates prepared in the microwave reactor at 100 °C for 15 min. 2.10 equivalents of polymer per peptide were used in each case. Figure S2 : ATR-IR traces of the 2 arm cyclic peptide and pBA-CP conjugates prepared in the microwave reactor at 100 °C for 15 min. 2.10 equivalents of polymer per peptide were used in each case. w, x, u, y, p Tubes with deuterated cores:
Synthesis: 
SANS Error fitting:
The error in the length dimension from the model fitting, was obtained using the NIST IGOR Pro
Macros. Once the best fit was obtained, all constants but the length were held constant, and the error in the length was determined. In all cases the error fit from the model was less than instrumental error, and so carries little real meaning. The error for conjugates assembled in 100% DMF at 25°C
and 70°C are shown below. 
DLS:
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Figure S18: DLS intensity (Δ) and number (▲) distributions after cross-linking for 1 h of assembled (p(HEA-co-BA))2-CP conjugates in a) THF, b) DMF/TFA (3:1) after 2h at 70 °C.
